Heat Stress, Thunderstorms and Lightning present times when STPC and Captains of groups may need to cancel
play. The following general guidelines define when play should be cancelled. Please review as everyone’s safety
is STPC Goal. NOTE: Senior Tennis asks that play be cancelled when the Heat Index may be over 90.

Thunderstorms and Lightning
“If you see it, flee it. If you hear it, clear it.”
Lightning is dangerous. All matches or warm-ups should be stopped immediately if lightning is
sighted. All outdoor activity should stop and everyone should seek appropriate shelter. The
following 30-30 rule may be applied:
•

If lightning is sighted and thunder then occurs in 30 seconds or less, everyone should be
instructed to seek appropriate shelter. Dividing the number of seconds between lightning
and thunder by 5 gives the distance of lightning in miles. (For example, a flash-to-bang
count of 30 seconds means a distance of 6 miles.) Lightning has been known to strike
from as far as 10 miles away so ‘if you see it flee it, hear it clear it’.

•

Activity should not resume until a minimum of 30 minutes has elapsed since the last
lightning strike.

The safest shelter is any substantial building. While inside, everyone should avoid using
electrical devices or telephones attached to cords. Avoid any contact with running water in the
building because lightning can travel through plumbing. If such a building is not available, the
next safest alternative is a fully enclosed vehicle with a metal roof and closed windows. Do not
touch the metal framework while inside the vehicle. Do not stand in or near the following
during a thunderstorm:
•
•
•

Open fields
Open water
Trees, flagpoles, or light poles

If someone is struck by lightning, call 911. If possible, the injured person should be moved to a
safer location.
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